Minutes of CAPI 8 April 2013

Members Present or Excused

Michael class
James Courtright (excused)
William Cullinan (excused)
Marisa Galvez (excused)
Andrew Kunz
Daniel Meissner
Aishwarya Shankar
Joseph Schimmels
Jack Winters (excused)
Darren Wheelock

Approval of March 25 CAPI Minutes: Approved

Commentary regarding the IHC self study documentation:

Page 42, SimpsonScarborough survey mentioned, reported that Board received results, but no conclusions offered in text, only reference to 2 C 2. Should reviewers have to go to 2 C 2 or e-resource and read it for themselves?

FemSex incident should be addressed along with W-K Dean search. What did we learn from the Dean’s search about shared governance?